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Greetings, College of Humanities and Social Sciences community!

In May, the College of Humanities and Social Sciences welcomed our 2020 and 2021 graduates and 
their families back to campus to participate in a week of outdoor ceremonies leading up to the 
university’s May 14 Commencement. 

These students faced unprecedented challenges both in and out of the classroom during the final 
phase of their academic careers at Mason. They made their way through months of  COVID-19-  
related challenges and ramifications. Our 2021 graduates also bore witness as students to the trauma 
and grief of police brutality, lingering racial inequality, and unsettling tests to our very democracy. 
Despite a myriad of challenges to their mental, emotional, spiritual, and physical health and 
well-being throughout this tumultuous time, all these recent graduates stayed the course academically 
and finished their degrees. This is an enormous accomplishment! We are tremendously proud of 
them, and of the faculty and staff who mentored and supported them throughout their time at 
Mason. The education these students received in the humanities and social sciences equips them 
extraordinarily well to make a positive impact in their communities, wherever their life’s journey 
takes them.

As we celebrated this milestone in these students’ lives, we also shared in the relief, hope, and 
anticipation that a return to the normal vibrancy of Mason’s campus environments will soon be 
possible. Even as I write this in early June, and as COVID-19 case rates drop and vaccination rates 
continue to rise, the university is making plans for campus to reopen in fall 2021.

I hope you enjoy the stories in this issue of Horizon about our past graduates, who work in a great 
variety of fields yet share an ethic of service to their communities, as well as the stories about our 
current students’ successes and faculty research and teaching accomplishments. I take this 
opportunity, too, to express my profound gratitude to all the faculty, staff, alumni, partners, 
donors, and advisory board members who support this college’s education, research, and public 
service mission. I wish, in fact, that all of you could have joined us at CHSS’s graduation 
ceremonies this May, watching with pride as our graduates carried Mason’s name and our educational 
legacy into the world. 

In the coming year, George Mason University will celebrate and reflect upon its 50 years as an 
independent educational institution. We look forward to continuing to bring you stories that 
illustrate CHSS’s role in Mason’s history, its evolution, and its future. Please consider sharing your 
own CHSS community stories with us!

Ann Ardis 
Dean, College of Humanities and Social Sciences
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In the face of rapidly changing news, CHSS 
voices lend expertise and opinion

HISTORICAL CONTEXT

“Any honest account of history will show 
that continent-scale disease outbreaks 
and racial violence have occurred 
together many times over the last  
five centuries.”

—In the anthropology magazine Sapiens, Rick W. A. 
Smith, assistant professor of anthropology, identifies 
imperialism as being at the root of pandemic disease 
and racial violence, now and historically.

IMPACT OF THE NEW PRESIDENTIAL ADMINISTRATION 

“When Biden selected Harris, there was absolutely a sense 
of pride. My husband immediately bought a big Howard 
flag. Representation matters. Seeing a Black Asian American 
woman as [vice president] matters, but it also matters that part 
of her education was at an HBCU [historically Black college  
and university].”

—In Washingtonian magazine, Wendi Manuel-Scott, professor of integrative studies and his-
tory, is one of five local experts commenting on the changes that the Biden administration 
might bring. Manuel-Scott spoke on the potential for change in race relations.

SPECIFYING DISCRIMINATION

“Discriminatory gaslighting 
happens when dominant social 
groups or individuals exclude or 
discriminate against minoritized 
groups and people and then 
deny their discriminatory 
behavior by calling into question 
the legitimacy of the victims’ 
perceptions or allegations.”

—On NBC News’s Think website, Christy 
Pichichero, associate professor of French 
and history and CHSS director of faculty 
diversity, coins the term “discriminatory 
gaslighting” in the context of the British 
royal family and its response to allegations 
of discrimination.

MEMORIALIZING A PANDEMIC 

“We’ll need to consider the 
disturbing confluence of 
triumphs and tragedies in 
America’s response to COVID-19.”

—In STAT News, Andrew Peterson, assistant 
professor in the Department of Philosophy, 
co-wrote an article on a memorial to 
recognize the heroes and challenges of the 
COVID-19 public health crisis.
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E

N
TS   ◗ COMMUNICATION MAJOR LAYTH 

ALWATBAN WINS INTERNATIONAL FILM 
AWARD FOR BEST DOCUMENTARY

Layth Alwatban, BA Communication ’21, is no stranger to the power of  
videography. Food for Others, the May graduate’s short film that he created for 
COMM 331 Public Relations Campaigns, won the award for Best Documen-
tary at the Beyond the Curve International Film Festival. 

Alwatban’s passion for videography, along with his storytelling ability, led 
him to study media production and public relations and to earn a minor 
in film and video studies. Citing Professor Nancy Mantelli and Pro-
fessor Lance Schmeidler as faculty videographers who pushed him to 
the next level, Alwatban says that his “experience at Mason [has] been 
priceless” in influencing his work.

Professor Mallory Saleson’s Public Relations Campaigns course worked 
with Food for Others (FFO), a Fairfax County organization that has oper-

ated for more than 25 years and provides food to more than 2,600 local families 
each week. Alwatban’s film, which examines food insecurity issues in the context 
of COVID-19 from the perspective of FFO staff, will bring the pantry much-
needed attention, as the pandemic has created a larger than normal demand for 
their services.

Alwatban, originally from Saudi Arabia, has earned honors in his major while 
completing two concentrations and a minor. While completing his undergrad-
uate course work, Alwatban began work on his MA in communication through 
the department’s accelerated bachelor’s to master’s degree program. He expects 
to complete his master’s in 2022.

  ◗THE MEANING OF BLACK HISTORY

For Black History Month in Feb-
ruary 2021, the college invited stu-
dents to submit videos discussing the 
questions “What does Black History 
Month mean to you?” and “What  
is the importance of  African Ameri-
can studies?”

Here are some of the thoughtful 
reflections offered by the students who  
responded. All student responses are 
compiled in a video, “Black History 
Month: The Meaning in Our Words,” 

which may be seen on the college’s 
YouTube channel.  

“We have so much beauty and resil-
ience that needs to be shared every 
day of the year,” says freshman Mario 
Belenfante. 

Senior David Butler says, “I’m 
reminded of the many African Amer-
icans who have made the world a bet-
ter place, not just for African Ameri-
cans around them, but for all people…
through their example, I am reminded 

that no matter what odds 
are against me, I can have 
the resolve, the strength, 
and the courage to be 
whatever I purpose to be.” 

“It is the unfinished story 
of a people wanting to 
achieve equality,” says 
sophomore Jalen Brown.

  ◗ MASON DOCTORAL 
STUDENT RECEIVES 
NATIONAL RESEARCH 
AWARD TO STUDY THE 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
PTSD AND CHILDREN’S 
EMOTIONAL FUNCTIONING

With the support of an F31 National Research Ser-
vice Award from the National Institute of Child 
Health and Human Development at the National 
Institutes of Health, Mason doctoral student Sarah 
Giff, MA Psychology ’17, is examining the connec-
tion between parents with post-traumatic stress dis-
order (PTSD) and their children’s emotional func-
tioning, looking specifically at military families.

Giff, who is working on a PhD in clinical psychol-
ogy in Mason’s Department of Psychology, says that 
the negative impacts on emotional functioning can 
be “internalizing,” such as anxiety and depression, 
or “externalizing,” with the child showing anger or 
acting out in some way.

“This construct of emotion socialization has three 
components: how parents model emotions for their 
children, how parents respond to their children’s 
display of emotions, and how parents talk to their 
children about emotions,” says Giff.

A combination of prior PTSD research for her 
master’s thesis along with PTSD-related research by 
her dissertation director, Mason psychology profes-
sor and department chair Keith Renshaw, inspired 
Giff to embark on the study.

She believes her research will have broader applica-
tions to the general public, specifically for frontline 
workers during COVID-19. With her research, Giff 
aims to raise awareness about the impacts of PTSD, 
both at the individual and family level.
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  ◗AN EVENING OF REFLECTION AND 
RECOGNITION FOR A CHSS FACULTY 
MEMBER AND STUDENT

Associate Professor Richard Craig, director of the 
Communication MA Program, received the 2021 
Spirit of King Faculty Award as part of Mason’s 
annual Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Evening 
of Reflection event on January 28, 2021. The award 
honors faculty whose teaching, research, or advocacy 
work for equality and social justice contribute signifi-
cantly to the development of an inclusive learning 
environment at Mason.

“I’d say all of my classes, in some way, shape, or form, 
focus on civil justice and equality and on at least 
having these conversations,” says Craig, who teaches 
about the influence of the media.

“A lot of my research is geared toward the idea of 
power and structure of power—how it’s built and 
how it’s transmitted through media content,” he says. 

“[It is] motivated from the perspective of understand-
ing people, understanding how we can get to better 
communication. We are diverse, but ultimately, we 
have a lot of similarities that we can focus on and 
help us become better.”

The Evening of Reflection also honored cultural stud-
ies doctoral candidate Shauna Rigaud, who received 
the Resounding Voice Award. This award recognizes 
a student who has used their voice, through advocacy, 
activism, or community organizing, to work for mar-
ginalized identities and speak out against injustice at 
home and abroad. 

Advocacy is nothing new for Rigaud. From her  
teen years, she knew that she wanted to take a stand 
and help others. Her interest in scholarship led her 
to Mason.

“What ultimately brought me to cultural studies is 
thinking about some of the things that I wanted to 

share the stories of,” 
she says. “When I 
think about the his-
tory of Black folks 
here in the U.S., it’s 
very much connected and 
tied to the history of Black 
folks in other places…. We need 
to remember those connections as we 
move our path forward and think about not only his-
tory, but also our future.”

Rigaud has contributed energetically to the Fairfax 
community, serving on President Gregory Wash-
ington’s Anti-Racism and Inclusive Excellence task 
force and, like Craig, as part of Mason’s Transforma-
tive Education Quality Enhancement Plan. She has 
worked in the Social Action and Integrative Learn-
ing Office as its community-based learning coordi-
nator and, with Ayondela McDole, Sharrell Has-
sell-Goodman, and Tauheeda Yasin Martin, PhD 
Cultural Studies ’20, was instrumental in founding 
Mason’s Black Graduate Student Association.

“I see myself as helping to support this next group of 
young people who are interested in scholarship, who 
are interested in the academy, who are interested in 
just learning history that they were never introduced 
to before…telling those stories of people who haven’t 
been able to have their stories told.”

Shauna Rigaud 
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From the outset of the COVID-19 pandemic, 
the Roy Rosenzweig Center for History and New 
Media (RRCHNM) has worked to document 
the ways in which the virus has impacted 
religious communities. As part of this effort, 

“American Jewish Life” launched in July 2020 to 
document and interpret the experiences of Jewish 
individuals and communities.

Now, the Charles and Lynn Schusterman Family 
Philanthropies, the Jim Joseph Foundation, 
Lippman Kanfer Foundation for Living 
Torah, and the Russell Berrie Foundation have 
collectively awarded RRCHNM $107,000 
for a project called “Collecting These Times.” 
These funds have allowed the center to rapidly 
build out a web portal for collecting materials 
from American Jews about their community’s 
experiences during the pandemic. The center has 
partnered with the Breman Museum, the Capital 
Jewish Museum, the Council of American Jewish 
Museums, Hebrew Theological College, the 
Library of the Jewish Theological Seminary, and 
Prizmah: Center for Jewish Day Schools.

“The Jewish community’s response to this 
historic moment warrants careful curating and 
documentation in one centralized location,” says 
Jessica Mack, one of the principal investigators 
for “Collecting These Times.” The project is a 
hub that allows visitors to access several different 
collections. “As of right now, we have more than 
70 collections listed, and the list will continue to 
grow,” she adds.

Collecting These Times: RRCHNM 
Gathers and Interprets COVID-19’s 
Impact on American Judaism

In Jewish culture, the symbol of the hamsa—first associated with Sephardic and kabbalistic traditions—is interpreted in many ways. 
Most commonly, the hamsa is said to symbolize the hand of God or of Miriam. The five fingers of the hamsa can represent the five 

books of the Torah and remind the viewer to use their five senses to notice and praise Adonai. Chai, the Hebrew word for life, is cen-
tered on this hamsa. During the COVID-19 pandemic, many American Jews and their communities have had to drastically change 

the ways in which they live Jewishly, how they celebrate, gather communally, pray, and mourn. “Collecting These Times” is an effort 
to streamline the documentation of these Jewish experiences and the resilience represented, allowing generations to witness how 

American Jews have kept their traditions, ancestors, and God alive during these trying times.

—Hannah Ehlers, MAIS ’21 4
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Mack is a postdoctoral fellow at RRCHNM. She, along with 
associate professor of history Lincoln Mullen and history and 
religious studies professor John Turner, are the directors of 
the project. 

“In addition to staff at RRCHNM, this project will enable 
us to involve a number of our most capable undergraduate 
and graduate students in this humanities response to 
the pandemic,” says Turner. “It is also gratifying to build 
relationships between Mason and these many Jewish partner 
organizations to preserve the history of this pandemic as  
it happens.”

“One of the priorities of the project is to include and 
collaborate with a diverse group of individuals from across 
different Jewish communities, including those who have been 

historically underrepresented in collection efforts,” says Mack. 
“Diversity, equity, and inclusion trainings and strategies will 
guide this work.”

Students Hannah Ehlers, Alexis Frambes, and Caroline 
Greer have worked to publicize the site and encourage  
community members to document and add their materials 
to the collections. Above all, the project team hopes that the 
site will be a resource for teaching and learning about the 
COVID-19 era.

“With the collaborative’s generous support, we will gather 
materials showing how the community adapted at this time—
and share it in one accessible, central platform,” says Mack. 

“Diversity, equity, and inclusion trainings 
and strategies will guide this work.”

—Jessica Mack, Principal Investigator

Clockwise from top left: filming for High Holidays 
2020 at Congregation Beth Hatikvah in Summit, New 

Jersey; a contributor drew the items she could not 
find for this virtual Seder plate; a virtual Shabbat ser-

vice in Maryland; a matching tallis and mask;  

a socially distanced minyan in 
Brooklyn, New York; the creator 
of this kippah face mask writes 
that it represents the resource-
fulness and ingenuity of the 
Jewish community to overcome 
adversity in times of challenge
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  ◗ MASON CRIMINOLOGIST PART OF STUDY TEAM 
LINKING COVID-19 CONTAINMENT MEASURES  
TO FIREARM VIOLENCE

Beidi Dong, assistant professor in the Department 
of Criminology, Law and Society (CLS), focuses 
his research on identifying the risk of and protec-
tive factors for community violence (especially gun 
violence) in the United States, and developing and 
implementing evidence-based prevention, response, 
and recovery strategies that mitigate the negative 
impacts of violence on the affected individuals and 
communities. He recently brought this expertise 
to a team seeking to understand an increase in 
firearm violence since March 2020. 

This research team, led by Jessica H. Beard, assis-
tant professor of surgery and director of trauma 

research at the Lewis Katz School of Medicine 
at Temple University, and comprising researchers 
largely drawn from the medical field, published 
findings showing that a correlation exists between 
an increase in firearm injuries in Philadelphia and 
the containment measures that the city enacted to 
prevent the spread of COVID-19.  

“When I was a postdoc, I was in an interdisciplin-
ary research center, the Penn Injury Science Cen-
ter, with researchers from all different backgrounds, 
including epidemiologists, trauma surgeons, nurses, 
and criminologists,” says Dong. “After I joined 
Mason, we have continued to work together to 

address violence and injury-related issues, especially 
gun violence and associated disparities and inequi-
ties issues. I was the criminologist on this study.” 

Using the Philadelphia Police Department’s regis-
try data of shooting victims from January 1, 2016, 
through November 26, 2020, the team found that 
there was an average of 25 individuals shot per 
week prior to March 16, 2020, when Philadelphia 
enacted public health policies to contain the trans-
mission of COVID-19. In the weeks after those 
policies were put into place, the average number of 
individuals shot per week climbed to 46. The team’s 
time-series analysis indicated a strong association 
between the enactment of the COVID-19 contain-
ment policies and the increase in firearm violence. 

A research letter published in the Journal of the 
American Medical Association reported these findings.

“The lives of Americans were turned upside down 
in 2020 with the COVID-19 pandemic and the 
untimely death of George Floyd,” says Professor 
Allison Redlich, CLS associate chair. “Dr. Dong’s 
and his colleagues’ study of firearm violence pro-
vides much needed insight into the impact of these 
events.”

  ◗ JOHN MERCER: VIRGINIA SLAVER, BIBLIOPHILE, 

ON THE LEFT: A PAGE FROM JOHN MERCER’S HANDWRITTEN ACCOUNT BOOK HOUSED IN THE BUCKS 
COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. INSET PHOTO: JOHN MERCER, COURTESY OF THE MUSEUM OF EARLY 
SOUTHERN DECORATIVE ARTS (MESDA) AT OLD SALEM

Researchers in the Center for Mason Legacies (CML) recently gained access to 
the original pages of John Mercer’s handwritten account book housed at the 
Bucks County Historical Society in Pennsylvania. 

Mercer (1704–68) was the childhood mentor and uncle of George Mason IV, the 
university’s namesake. An immigrant from Dublin, Ireland, he compiled one of 
the largest libraries in 18th-century Virginia. His shelves contained medical man-
uals, science journals, and law treatises from local jurisdictions and neighboring 
Maryland. Having developed expertise in torts, Mercer became a hard-charging 
lawyer who represented gentry before the colonial bench, including in the courts 
of Fairfax County.

Mercer married Catherine Mason, daughter of George Mason II, and by the 
late 1720s, he was a powerful son-in-law with access to his wife’s family capital. He began 
to purchase lots in Marlborough, Maryland, where he established plantations covering 
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60,000 acres. By 1753, Mercer had imported more than 100 
enslaved individuals, many of them from the Bight of Biafra in 
West Africa (contemporary Nigeria). 

Having survived the Middle Passage, slave-ship captives in North-
ern Virginia were taken to makeshift harbors along the Potomac 
River. One of these disembarkation points was the Colchester ferry 
site, an entrepôt that George Mason IV would operate for decades. 
Located in a narrow inlet, Colchester is in walking distance of 
Mason’s Gunston Hall Plantation. Half of the African people Mer-
cer acquired as chattel and dehumanized on his farms between 
1731 and 1750 escaped or died; some documented causes of death 
note suicide. Mercer’s overseers were known for their cruelty.

John Mercer is the namesake of the Mercer Library on Mason’s 
Science and Technology Campus. CML argues that the legacies 
of people selected to represent our university in the built envi-
ronment need to be examined more thoroughly. With funds for 

expansive fieldwork and paid student researchers, CML stands 
ready to explore the history of John Mercer and others named on 
our campus buildings.

The Center for Mason Legacies (CML) is an interdisciplinary and col-
laborative research center established by University Libraries and the 
College of Humanities and Social Sciences. Its mission is to preserve 
and examine the legacy of George Mason IV, his ancestors and heirs, 
and the people he enslaved. To accomplish this, the center engages stu-
dent researchers in studying the past and present influences of our uni-
versity’s namesake though a combination of scholarly research, public 
history, teaching innovation, and community outreach.

This article is based on research prepared by George Oberle, BA  
History ’96, MA ’99, PhD ’16, term assistant professor, Department 
of History and Art History, and history librarian, Fenwick Research, 
University Libraries; and Benedict Carton, associate professor, 
Department of History and Art History.

  ◗ LITERATURE THAT EXPLORES TOXICITY  
IN LIVED EXPERIENCE

Jessica Hurley’s research focuses on the American 
nuclear complex as an infrastructural phenomenon 
that has shaped the development of both material 
environments and literary archives in the United 
States and across the globe. Her first book, Infra-
structures of Apocalypse: American Literature and the 
Nuclear Complex, was published by the University of 
Minnesota Press in fall 2020.

In the fall and spring semesters of the 2020–21 aca-
demic year, Hurley taught ENGH 308-DL2 Theory 
and Inquiry: Toxic Humanities. She describes the 
course as an exploration of how the humanities help 
us think about living in a toxic world.

The course draws from critical theory from across 
the humanities as well as novels by Indra Sinha, 
Ruth Ozeki, and Jeff VanderMeer that address 
fundamental questions about the ubiquity and 
dangerous imperceptibility of toxicity, as well as 
the uneven distribution of its effects toward the 
poor, people of color, women, Indigenous nations, 
LGBTQ people, the disabled, and the Global South. 

“Our key concepts for thinking about being human 
and our place in the world are out of date and 
destructive,” Hurley writes. “We have to figure out 

new ones that can allow us to do a better job of tak-
ing care of the world and each other. And literature 
becomes important here because literature, espe-
cially the novel, has long been a kind of laboratory 
space for theorizing and testing out different ver-
sions of social relationships: how the individual con-
nects to the social, and how different parts of the 
social and ecological world connect to and interact 
with each other. This capacity for experimentation 
is something that we need now as our old forms of 
social and ecological connection are revealed to be 
out of date and we find ourselves in urgent need of 
new ones. Working in tandem, theory and literature 
allow us to interrogate the concepts that we take for 
granted and to generate new hypotheses for how 
to create equitable forms of flourishing even in the 
midst of our current unfolding catastrophes.”

“Our key concepts for thinking about being 
human and our place in the world are out of date 
and destructive. We have to figure out new ones 
that can allow us to do a better job of taking care 
of the world and each other.”  

—Jessica Hurley, Assistant Professor, Department of English

AND MENTOR TO GEORGE MASON IV
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  ◗ GREETING CHSS GRADUATES FROM THE FEDERAL BENCH

The Honorable Roderick C. Young, BA Speech Communication ’89, MA 
English ’94, is a U.S. District Court judge for the Eastern District of Virginia, 
who returned to Mason virtually in May to speak to CHSS graduates.

Young’s distinguished legal career has been marked by public service: as an assis-
tant public defender in Portsmouth, Virginia; a prosecutor in Richmond; a senior 
assistant commonwealth’s attorney; an assistant U.S. attorney for the Eastern Dis-
trict of Virginia; a special assistant U.S. attorney for the District of Columbia; an 
adjunct professor at William and Mary law school; and a U.S. magistrate judge 
for the Eastern District of Virginia. Former president Donald Trump nominated 
him for his current position on the recommendation of Virginia Senators Tim 
Kaine and Mark Warner. In a rare display of nonpartisanship, the U.S. Senate 
confirmed his nomination on a 93-2 vote in September 2020.

He is the college’s 2021 Distinguished Alumni Award recipient. 

Young spoke at the college’s mini ceremonies about his experiences at Mason, 
including his membership in Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, his work as a resident 
advisor, and his role on the Student Court of General Sessions. 

“Take a few moments to cherish all that you have experienced during your time 
at Mason,” he encouraged the graduates. “Give your parents and loved ones a big 
hug because…all they want is a hug to let them know that you appreciate every-
thing that they’ve done for you.”

  ◗TRAILBLAZING IN SPACE EXPLORATION

Jennifer Levasseur, PhD History ’14, is a 
curator at the Smithsonian Institution’s 
National Air and Space Museum in Wash-
ington, D.C. Her collection responsi-
bilities include the museum’s astronaut 
cameras, chronographs, and material 
focusing on the Space Shuttle Discovery 
and the International Space Station Pro-

gram. Levasseur joined the Smithsonian in 
2002 when few women were working in the 

space history community. Nearly two decades 
later, she is encouraged by the dramatic increase 

of women in the field and the impact of their 
contributions. 

Levasseur shares that her educational experience at 
Mason was exceptional due to the supportive and 
dedicated professors and advisors she had during 

her time as a student. After obtaining her PhD, she 
turned her dissertation into a book, Through Astro-
naut Eyes: Photography from Early Human Spaceflight 
(Purdue University Press, 2020). This publication 
presents the story of how human daring, along 
with technological ingenuity, allowed people to see 
Earth and the Moon as they never had before, and 
features more than 70 astronaut still-photography 
images from 1962 to 1972.

When asked what advice she would give to current 
and future students at Mason, she recommends they 
follow their heart and passion. “Don’t pick a pro-
gram based on what your family or friends think is 
right,” Levasseur says. “Identify your passion, listen 
to yourself, and you will be able to pick a career that 
suits you and completes you.”

“Identify your passion, listen to yourself, and you will be able 
to pick a career that suits you and completes you.” 

—Jennifer Levasseur

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE 
SMITHSONIAN NATIONAL AIR AND 
SPACE MUSEUM
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  ◗ADVOCATING FOR RESPECT AND EQUALITY FOR ALL

Quincey Smith, BA Communication ’11, is an 
expert in leading marketing campaigns aimed at 
shifting policies and changing public narratives. He 
is currently a senior vice president with the New 
York hub of communications firm BerlinRosen and 
is the youngest member of their leadership team. 
He was recently named one of Observer’s “Rising 
Stars” in the public relations industry for his work 
in mobilizing individuals around the Muslim ban 
and the migration-related family separation crisis. 
Smith’s career has also been shaped by his work with 
political campaigns, especially Wendy Davis’s Texas 
gubernatorial bid and former president Obama’s 
reelection campaign.  

Smith has been dedicated to service and engage-
ment since he was a student at Mason. He was cap-
tain of the Forensics Team and part of the Mason 
Ambassadors, the group of students well known for 

their spirited and informative campus tours. Smith 
also left a legacy for the future when he founded 
Mason’s first LGBTQ-focused publication,  
OutLoud Magazine, which focuses on education 
and awareness for the LGBTQ and ally commu-
nities at the university.  

He remains committed to working for equal-
ity and respect for all persons and urges every-
one to be attuned to their values. “I’m a true 
believer that the truth will set you free,” Smith 
says. “By really grounding yourself in truth, you 
would be a better friend, a better coworker, a bet-
ter partner, and overall better person.” 

Smith currently lives in Brooklyn. In his free time, 
he loves taking care of his plants, practicing yoga, 
and searching for the best queso.  

“I’m a true believer that the truth will set you free. By really grounding 
yourself in truth, you would be a better friend, a better coworker, a 
better partner, and overall better person.” 

—Quincey Smith

  ◗ ENCOURAGING STUDENTS THROUGH  
MASON TIES

Daniel Lash, BS Economics ’97, is a partner at 
VLP Financial Advisors, a financial planning firm 
based in Vienna, Virginia. He has 25 years of expe-
rience in the financial planning industry, which has 
enabled him to forge long-term client relationships 
built on a foundation of trust and understanding. 
Lash has been named to Northern Virginia maga-
zine’s list of Top Financial Professionals for the past 
10 years and to Washingtonian magazine’s list of 
Top Financial Advisors for the past nine years. He 
credits Mason with helping him “look at the finan-
cial world through the lens of incentives, choices, 
and markets to help uncover new solutions to the 
persistent problems in our society.”

Lash has remained active in the Mason community 
and is currently volunteering his time as president 
of the college’s alumni chapter, as an alumni associa-
tion board member, and with the financial planning 
and wealth management advisory board. He enjoys 

helping with alumni initiatives 
because he feels a responsibility  
to give back to the institution 
that helped him reach his pro-
fessional goals. His commitment 
benefits students as they consider 
their vocations. “My main pur-
pose is to be able to help students 
to think outside of the box, share 
with them my career path, and 
eventually, if possible, be a men-
tor,” he says.

Lash resides in Northern Virginia with his  
wife, two children, two cats, and one dog. He  
is also a certified high school basketball referee.  
In his free time, he enjoys exercising, spending  
time with his family, and attending his kids’  
sporting events. 
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  ◗ MASON’S FORENSICS TEAM EXCELS IN THE FACE OF 
PANDEMIC CHALLENGES

On March 20 and 21, the George Mason Uni-
versity Forensics Team competed in the National 
Speech Championships, an online tournament fea-
turing many of the country’s top speech programs. 
Mason placed second out of almost 40 schools, 
edging out teams from the University of Illinois, 
Seton Hall, Yale, University of Texas at Austin, 
and Illinois State University. For the first time in 
the team’s history, every Mason student advanced 
past the preliminary rounds, culminating in three 
national champions in their respective events.

This success, reports Dawn Lowry, Mason’s direc-
tor of forensics and the team’s head coach, came 
despite the comprehensive challenges of the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

“We had to figure out a new way of competing and 
a new way of communicating with our team,” she 
says. “There’s a very different energy from being 
in person in front of people, doing public speak-
ing, to moving toward more computer-mediated 
communication.”

But the success is not surprising. The team is a 
dedicated group of students who represent majors 
from around the university, including history, com-
munication, theater, criminology, public admin-
istration, and government and international stud-
ies. The team benefits from the strong support of 
team alumni, both on the coaching staff and as 
volunteers.

Their work begins before the academic year, with a 
preseason camp that brings together those in their 
first year on the team and the returning members. 
Competition starts in late September and continues 
through April. Because of COVID-19 restrictions 
on in-person events, the competitions this year were 
held virtually.

“Event planning has been wonderful,” says Lowry 
of the Events Management team within Mason’s 
Office of Communications and Marketing. For 
weekend competitions, the team reserved rooms 
in Innovation Hall to comply with the American 
Forensics Association’s requirements that each room 
hold only one student. The rooms were cleaned by 
Mason Facilities staff after each Saturday competi-
tion to be ready for Sunday events. “They’ve been 
helping protect us, but also helping make sure we 
have this opportunity to keep competing.”

The challenging year was ultimately successful, cul-
minating in the National Speech Championships 
in March and the American Forensics Associa-
tion National Speech Tournament in April. Lowry 
reports that the online format at Nationals resulted 
in one of the 10 largest competitions in the event’s 
history, bringing together more than 70 schools. 
Mason placed fifth, the highest placing team on the 
East Coast, and ended the year with two national 
champions and a multitude of personal bests.

Back row: Peter Figueroa, Nick Steinmetz, captains Jacob Thompson and Tom 
Murabito, Eleni Mercer, Jose Quinones. Front row: Emily Williams, Atta Gould, 
Natalie Cumming, Cheriaca Huntley, Cordelia Tran

Nick Steinmetz celebrates as Cheriaca Huntley is 
named National Champion at the National Speech 
Championships in March

PHOTO BY TYLER WATKINS

PHOTO BY TYLER WATKINS
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  ◗ ANDREW PETERSON HONORED BY SCHEV WITH 
OUTSTANDING FACULTY AWARD

Andrew Peterson, assistant professor in the Depart-
ment of Philosophy and faculty fellow in the Insti-
tute for Philosophy and Public Policy, was among 
the 12 educators formally recognized by the State 
Council of Higher Education for Virginia (SCHEV) 
with a 2021 Outstanding Faculty Award during a 
virtual ceremony on Tuesday, March 2. 

Peterson received the “Rising Star” award, which 
highlights faculty who have more than two com-
plete years of full-time experience, but less than six. 
The award is the highest honor for faculty at Virgin-
ia’s public and private institutions of higher learning, 
recognizing those who exemplify the highest stan-
dards of teaching, scholarship, and service. Nomi-
nees are selected by the institutions, reviewed by a 
panel of peers, and chosen by a committee of lead-
ers from the public and private sectors.

“He is a wonderful example of an inspiring faculty 
member who supports our students and helps to 
change their lives,” Mason provost Mark Gins-
berg says. “His breadth of research also is impres-
sive while demonstrating a solid record of engaged 
and transformative work. He is a dynamic and 
student-centered instructor and mentor, and a 
respected scholar—the perfect combination for an 
exemplar of a ‘Rising Star’ and for well-deserved rec-
ognition by SCHEV.”

CHSS dean Ann Ardis agrees. “Andrew Peterson  
is an outstanding scholar-teacher who represents 
the distinctive strengths of the College of Human-
ities and Social Sciences at Mason,” she says. “His 
cutting-edge ethical research on brain trauma and 
dementia exemplifies how CHSS faculty address 
essential questions and provide solutions to social 
problems, while demonstrating the intellectual flex-
ibility to pivot, as he has done in his recent work 
on the COVID-19 pandemic. 
Andrew epitomizes the world-
class research and engaged 
teaching and mentoring on 
which our college thrives.”

Peterson is the 23rd faculty 
member at Mason to be 
selected for the awards since 
they began in 1987.

“It is immensely satisfying,” he 
says of the award. “But I’m 
also mindful of the many 
other faculty members across 
Virginia who are deserv-
ing of recognition. This year 
has been exceptionally difficult for all Americans, 
including university communities. I am in awe 
of the educators across Virginia who have raised 
heaven and earth to fulfill their mission in spite of 
the pandemic.” 

  ◗ CHSS GRADUATE PROGRAMS RECOGNIZED  
BY U.S. NEWS & WORLD REPORT

In spring 2021, U.S. News & World Report produced 
its latest rankings for graduate programs nationwide, 
including high marks for five programs in the 
College of Humanities and Social Sciences.

Criminology, law and society was ranked tenth 
nationally and was the highest ranked among 
Virginia public institutions. “Criminology, law and 
society’s graduate programs are relatively young, so 
it’s especially gratifying to watch their meteoric rise 
in the national rankings,” says Dean Ann Ardis, 
noting that other top-tier programs have far  
longer histories.

The recognition is a testament to the research 
and hard work of faculty and graduate students, 

department chair and professor James Willis says, 
along with “the department’s steadfast commitment 
to using science and reason to inform policies and 
practices that best meet what justice requires.”

Mason’s history program was ranked No. 42 among 
public institutions and 73rd overall; economics 
was ranked No. 48 among public institutions and 
77th overall; sociology was ranked No. 57 among 
public institutions and 84th overall; psychology 
was ranked No. 57 among public institutions and 
90th overall; and English was ranked No. 63 among 
public institutions and 99th overall.
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  ◗ NEW BOOKS FROM THE CHSS COMMUNITY

Alumni and faculty, share your published work with your 
CHSS community!  Send news of your upcoming books to 
chss@gmu.edu or alumni.gmu.edu/chss-connect.

ALUMNI                       
Grit & Grind: 10 Principles for Living an 
Extraordinary Life  
(Thanet House Publishing, 2019)

Rhonda Vetere, BA Communi-
cation ’93, draws from her experi-
ence as a global technology exec-
utive to illustrate a simple 10-part 
practice for building bone-deep 
confidence in your own abilities, 
diving into challenges, and learn-
ing from them.

Last Couple Standing: A Novel  
(Ballantine Books, 2020)

Matthew Norman, MFA ’06, 
creates a story that follows the 
lives of four couples who grad-
uated college together, paired 
up, married, and had children. 
When three of the four couples 
divorce, the last couple, Mitch 
and Jessica, explore how they 
might avoid the same fate.

The Last Voyage of the Whaling Bark 
Progress: New Bedford, Chicago and the 
Twilight of an Industry  
(McFarland, 2020)

Daniel Gifford, MA History ’07, 
PhD ’11, retraces the voyage of the 
whaling bark Progress, a New Bed-
ford whaling ship transformed into 
a whaling museum for the 1893 
Chicago World’s Fair. The book 
explores questions of commem-
oration, historical memory, and 
what it means to transform a dying 
industry into a museum exhibit.  

FACULTY           
The Cost of Inclusion: How Student 
Conformity Leads to Inequality on College 
Campuses (University of Chicago Press, 2020)

Blake Silver, BA English ’11, assistant 
professor in the Department of Sociol-
ogy and Anthropology, distilled a year of 
research into student life at a large pub-
lic university to examine the ways that 
students seek a sense of belonging in the 
social worlds of their campuses, often at 
a significant cost.

Inclusive Public Speaking:  
Communicating in a Diverse World  
(Fountainhead Press, 2020)

Melissa Broeckelman-Post, basic 
course director and associate professor 
in the Department of Communication, 
co-wrote this introductory communica-
tion textbook with a goal to bring a more 
inclusive approach to communication 
skills that better reflects the experiences 
of diverse students and better prepares 

them to communicate in a variety of contexts.

Understanding University Committees: How 
to Manage and Participate Constructively in 
Institutional Governance  
(Stylus Publishing, 2020)

David Farris, MBA ’07, PhD Education 
’17, is a faculty member in the Higher 
Education Program and additionally 
serves as Mason’s executive director of 
safety and emergency management. He 
has written a handbook that explores the 
dynamics of committee work, consider-
ing their composition, formal and infor-
mal leadership, and the elements that 

contribute to committee success. This book offers guidance on 
creating committees that promote fair, equitable, and engag-
ing participative decision-making.12
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Ghazal for Lost Women

Danielle Badra, MFA Poetry ’17, was born and raised in 
Kalamazoo, Michigan, and received her BA in creative 
writing from Kalamazoo College in 2008. While at Ma-
son, she was the poetry editor of So to Speak, a feminist 
literary and arts journal, and an intern for Split This 
Rock. Her poems have appeared in Mizna, Cincinnati 
Review, The Maynard, Outlook Springs, 45th Parallel, 
The California Journal of Poetics, Duende, The Greens-
boro Review, Bad Pony, Rabbit Catastrophe Press, Split 
This Rock, Beltway Poetry Quarterly, and elsewhere.

Badra has been named the winner of the 2021 Etel Ad-
nan Poetry Prize for her collection Like We Still Speak, 
which will be published by the University of Arkansas 

Press in fall 2021. The prize awards publication to a first 
or second book of poetry by a writer of Arab heritage 
and is supported by the King Fahd Center for Middle 
East Studies at the University of Arkansas. It is named 
for Lebanese poet, essayist, and visual artist Etel Adnan, 
described by the Society for the Study of the Multi- 
Ethnic Literature of the United States as “arguably the 
most celebrated and accomplished Arab American 
author writing today.”

“Ghazal for Lost Women” was previously published by 
The California Journal of Poetics.

DANIELLE BADRA, MFA POETRY ’17

Under the harvest moon there is always a camel & the camel is always a far lost woman,  
lost to the world she once inhabited of red wine and unleavened wafers. Woman

wafting scent of orange blossom seeping from attar syrup cooled on the kitchen counter,  
counter to the culture of her mother who baked with anise seeds instead of walnuts. She

walled herself inside her fearful heritage when the once world’s center certainly collapsed,  
collapsing her English into Arabic attempts for fresh watermelon, bateekh woman.

Bateekh, her favorite word to pronounce when she was unfamiliar with phlegmy letters.  
Let her return to the camel & the camel return to her a sense of discomfort like the day she

hid beneath pines playing with the boy next door a game that made her feel monstrous.  
The monsters under her mattress were really inside her all along, terrorist woman,

terrorized by the thought of an evil side to her bloodline, of suicide bombers and martyrs,  
martyrdom was never all that appealing in comparison to mediocrity, the average woman.

Rage is relative to bloody knuckles and what it was they were fighting for. For her huriya,  
freedom is relative to the laws that bind, she was bound only to her body, scarred woman.

Scarab beetles stood for reincarnation in Ancient Egypt, said to push across the sky the sun. 
Deadly woman, deep is your longing for the land of memories, dwelling place of desires, al-shams.
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Follow the conversation

Join the CHSS alumni chapter

Share your achievements

Mentor students

@GeorgeMasonCHSS /MasonCHSS

bit.ly/CHSSLinkedIn @GeorgeMasonCHSS

bit.ly/CHSSYT

CHSS.GMU.EDU/ALUMNI

chssalum@gmu.edu
EMAIL US:

#IAMCHSS

Supporting Our Students

Every year, the College of Humanities 
and Social Sciences strives to help 
as many students as possible with 
their financial obligations. In 2021, 
we have been focused on providing 
emergency funding in addition to 
continuing our need- and merit-
based awards, which support more 
than 130 humanities and social 
sciences students. 

Your gift of any amount will work to 
improve access and affordability for a 
community of learners who are eager 
to participate in our nationally and 
globally ranked programs. 

See the envelope insert for more 
information, or visit chss.gmu.edu/
give to make a gift today. 

College of Humanities and Social Sciences
4400 University Drive, MS 3A3
Fairfax, Virginia 22030
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